Static analysis is a tremendous help when trying to find faults in complex sojlware. Writing multi-threaded programs is dificult, because the thread scheduling increases the program state space exponentially, and an incorrect thread synchronization produces faults that are hard to find.
Introduction
In recent years, the use of multi-threaded software is becoming increasingly widespread. Especially for large servers, multi-threaded programs have advantages over multi-process programs: Threads are computationally less expensive to create than processes, and share the same address space.
Before multi-threading was part of programming languages, it usually could only be used via libraries (e.g., the "POSIX threads" in C or C++ [25] ). The Java programming language includes multi-threading as a language feature. Other languages, such as Ada [33] , have similar features, but never became as widespread as Java. In addition to easier use of multi-threading, hardware support in the form of symmetric multi processing (SMP) [32] is becoming more powerful and cheaper.
0-7695-1254-2/01 %10.00 0 2001 EEE Trilogy, a large software company in Austin, Texas, heavily uses multi-threaded Java programs; therefore its developers have to cope with multi-threading problems on a daily basis [4] . The main motivation for writing multithreaded programs is that Java makes it easy; despite this, writing correct multi-threaded software, as the following section shows, is still very hard. This research started as an investigation of the usability of program checkers in this commercial environment.
Problems with multi-threading
Non-trivial multi-threaded programs require synchronization between threads. Several variants have been proposed [34, 35, 36] : A semaphore only allows a certain number of threads to enter a critical section and execute a specific block at any given time [34] . A monitor (see Section 1.1) only allows a single thread to execute a certain block at any time [36] . This is a special case of a semaphore and used in Java for synchronization. The entrance to the monitor is guarded by a lock; only a thread holding that lock can enter the monitor, and only one thread may hold the lock at a time. In Java, one lock is associated to each object and class [30] .
When synchronization between threads is required, the two most common problems are race conditions and deadlocks. This paper focuses on these two issues, omitting other problems, such as livelocks.
A race condition occurs when several threads access the same resource simultaneously, without sufficient protection. To ensure the absence of a race condition for an object 0, one examines the lock set Lo, the set of locks held by a thread when accessing 0. A checker has to ensure that an object o is 1) only read when a thread holds at least one lock in Lo and 2) only written when a thread holds all locks in Lo [12] . A race condition in a program means that operations using the shared value may yield inconsistent results. A deadlock is the situation where threads wait for each other while holding, and not relinquishing, resources that another thread needs to continue. The lock graph is defined by the order in which threads access the locks. If the lock dependencies in the lock graph can be arranged as a partial order, i.e., no cycles are present, then the program will not have a deadlock. The opposite is not always true. Figure 1 depicts a constellation of two threads competing for two resources, illustrated by an incomplete Java program. If both threads hold one lock each, none of them can continue because the second lock they need is already taken.
Structure of this paper
Existing work is shown in Section 2. Section 3 describes how multi-threading is implemented in Java. An overview of Konstantin Knizhnik's Jlintl is given in Section 4. Our statistical analysis, described in Section 5, helped us to focus on the most important problems. After a preliminary analysis of various static checkers, we decided to use Jlintl and enhance its functionality, creating Jlint2. Its extended model is documented in Section 6. Section 7 shows the results from using Jlint on Trilogy's and other code. program in order to deduce possible behaviors of the program under several schedules [2, 151.
Static checking analyzes program properties by using compile-time information [7] . Traditionally, a model of the program had been created manually, in form of a mathematical specification. For the last few years, models have been successfully been generated automatically, from the program source or object code. Once the model is created, various approaches exist for checking those.
A coarse distinction can be made between static checkers, between model checkers and theorem provers: Model checkers operate directly on a model of the program, such as a call graph or a finite state machine [lo] . Such a model may be an abstraction of the controlflow or datajow of }
Existingwork
Classical reliability testing consists of running the program for an extended period of time, to see if it fails. Checking program properties at run time is called dynamic checking. Traditional testing is weak for multi-threaded programs, because the execution is non-detenninistic: since the thread schedule cannot be influenced, the outcome of a program may vary even if the input is the same. The number of potential thread schedules is exponential in the number of threads, so the schedules cannot be tested exhaustively. In order to solve this problem, the tool Rivet creates all relevant schedules, schedules that produce a different outcome [13] . Another related attempt is tracking the history of a a program and is commonly expressed in some variant of temporal logic [37] . Approaches based on model checking include the tools Bandera, JPE and Jlint. Bandera is a publicly available model checker; it encompasses several tools that tackle different parts of program verification [ l l , 161. JPF(2) [20, 21] is the second generation of a Java program checker by NASA. Bandera and JPF both work in conjunction with the SPIN model checker [6] . Since Bandera and JPF became available too late to be included in our preliminary tool evaluation, we focused on Jlint. Jlint is a fast, publicly available checker [ 11. In this paper, we will always use Jlint when referring to common features of Jlintl and Jlint2. Jlint was used for the project described here, and extended to become JlinQ.
Theorem provers require a translation of the program into logic formulae, in first order or second order logic. These formulae are then processed by a theorem prover. It should be noted that the two approaches are often combined, so the boundaries are blurring [18] . ESC/Java is the second generation of a theorem prover designed for Modula programs, and includes Java, too [12] . Work is also in progress in the SLAM project, where several approaches are tried with the goal of ensuring reliability in software [19, 22] .
Multi-threading in Java
The Java programming language has special support for multi-threaded programming, most importantly, the Runnable interface and the Thread class, as well as keywords and methods for communication between objects (synchronized, wait, notify). This paper focuses on synchronized statements. There are two types of synchronization:
In a synchronized (resource) block, theresource is always given explicitly. Before the block can be executed, the current thread has to obtain, or already own, the lock on resource. Only when a thread owns the lock, it can execute the block guarded by it. The lock is released when the synchronized block or method is exited. In case a lock is obtained several times, releasing it will only decrement a counter; only when that counter is zero, the ownership on the lock will actually be relinquished.
If a method is synchronized, the current thread will obtain a lock on the current instance (this) at the beginning of the method, and release it before returning. In static methods, a lock associated with that class is used
In the Java Vial Machine, these two kinds of synchronization are implemented in different ways: Synchronized blocks are implemented with special instructions. Synchronized methods are indicated by a special flag in the method descriptor; the virtual machine itself has to take care of acquiring and releasing the lock [31] . This is due to historical reasons; synchronized blocks are more general, so that mechanism could be used for all cases. In this paper, we investigate Jlint [l], a static program checker created by Konstantin Knizhnik. Jlint checks Java bytecode for inconsistencies, which include nul 1 pointers, array bounds violations, inheritance and finally, being the focus of this publication: multi-threading problems. Jlint's functionality is hard-coded into the program, and cannot be influenced by annotations or templates. However, command line switches can be used to enable or disable certain categories of warnings, or entire groups of them. This makes it very fast and easy to use. Because Jlint works on the compiled Java class files, it can also check libraries where the source code is not available. This feature is also heralded as important for Purify in the context of dynamic checking Jlint works in two passes: in the first pass, all class files are read into memory. Most checks are done locally, while each method is processed. During this first pass, the call graph of the analyzed classes is built. This call graph includes certain extra information, such as whether methods are synchronized. This elegant model is sufficient for checking deadlocks among synchronized methods. Jlint also builds the accessor dependency graph, which enables it to check for race conditions. Despite its limitations, Jlint is in practice as good as any other currently available program at checking multi-threading problems, as our statistical analysis shows (see Section 5).
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Statistical analysis
Our statistical analysis shows how frequent the different Java synchronization mechanisms are in practice. It helped us to focus our improvements of Jlint on the most common synchronization mechanisms.
The following packages, whose source code encompassed nearly a million lines of code together, were analyzed all class files coming with Sun's Java Developer Kit version 1.3, Doug Lea's concurrency package [3] , a data warehousing tool developed at the ETHZ [5], and Trilogy's core packages. The analysis comprised two major steps:
The first part was a count of synchronized methods and blocks. The relative numbers are of particular interest, because they indicate the importance of synchronized blocks compared to synchronized methods.
A closer analysis of synchronized blocks followed. The interesting cases are synchronizations on this, the current instance, or on a "constant" field whose content does not change after initialization, i.e., outside the constructor. Within the constructor, the field is protected against concurrent access because it is still invisible to other threads.
The foremost result was that synchronization statements are fairly rare in large Java programs. This makes sense, since a good design tries to keep the number of synchronization points low, and restricts them to as few classes as possible. Moreover, classes implementing a wrapper functionality need fewer synchronization statements, because the synchronization is mostly performed in the underlying software.
As Table 1 shows, synchronized methods are more common than synchronized blocks, which sum up to 46 %. In synchronized blocks, synchronizations on this and fields whose value does not change after initialization are very common. These results were surprisingly consistent across all analyzed modules, although some packages use almost only synchronized methods. All in all, the trend is evident that simpler cases prevail, even in complex packages. Of course, the statistics only indicate the frequency of different synchronization mechanisms, not their complexity. It is not certain whether faults are more likely in the more complex cases.
Call graph extension
Jlint's model allows checking for deadlocks among synchronized methods. Such synchronized methods only constitute 54 % of all synchronization statements used in Java. Therefore an extension for supporting the other 46 % of all cases, synchroni zed blocks, would improve Jlint's fault finding capabilities significantly.
When analyzing synchronized blocks, solving the aliasing problem is the essential point of the analysis. One has to know whether two references point to distinct objects [8] . Nested data structures and the fact that objects keep their state during execution make this problem very hard
PI.
In most cases, the shared resource that is locked on is either a (static) class variable, or an instance variable. In both cases, the value is assumed to be constant during the execution of the thread -the field is usually never changed after initialization. As the statistical analysis shows, 85 % of all variables that are synchronized on, including the current instance, this, in synchronized blocks and methods, are initialized in the constructor and stay unchanged afterwards. Therefore, the extension to synchronized blocks, solving the aliasing problem only for fields (or attribute variables) of single instances, but across method calls, would increase the applicability of Jlint from 54 % to 85 %.
Inside the virtual machine, synchronized blocks are implemented with two special bytecode operations: monitorenter and monitorexit [31] . Both operations take the top element from the stack as their argument. Therefore, the alias of each value on the stack needs to be tracked during execution. This was done by extending Jlintl's data structure and adding extra instructions for analyzing operations that alter a value on the stack, and also for the new operation. This instruction reserves memory for a new object instance and pushes its reference onto the stack. Our extension only covers the alias of any stack element referring to a field or a local variable; it does not cover equalities among different fields or across classes, e.g., arguments of function calls.
With the aliasing problem solved -at least for the stack values within the virtual machine -the question is how to extend the existing call graph model to include synchronized blocks as well. In our approach, these blocks are treated like method calls: for each synchronized block in a method, a call to a pseudo method e synch> is added to the call graph. Nesting of synchronized blocks is modeled with nested pseudo method calls. is added for that block. If the same lock is released and then re-acquired, the same pseudo method is used, only the nesting of method calls and blocks matters, not their order. Moreover, the type of the lock is unimportant, because its name is unambiguous. Method calls from within synchronized blocks are treated accordingly: The call from the innermost block to method g is modeled by the edge b. (synch) -+ g Our extension combines the nesting of synchroni zed methods and subsequent method calls with synchronized blocks. The final model, as it was implemented, includes the full class names in the call graph. Method calls from synchronized blocks to other classes are not included in the call graph because the call graph would grow too big for the current implementation of Jlint. This restriction confines deadlock detection to deadlocks within and across methods of the same class. Jlint cannot detect deadlocks across different classes, except for deadlocks across synchronized methods. Also, inheritance is not fully covered, as the behavior of superclass methods is assumed to be consistent with inherited methods, with respect to synchronization. Dynamic class loading is not supported yet. A future extension could include such features.
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This section summarizes the faults that Jlint2 found in 15 small example programs, and various large software packages. The test examples served to assess Jlint2's capabilities, and also to evaluate the extensions. For the large software packages, the goal was to find as many faults as possible, both multi-threading and other faults. The large software packages varied between 25,000 and 100,000 lines of code each. 6 2
Test examples
Beyond scope of Jlint Jlint2 was evaluated with 15 small test examples: The lint six examples exhibit deadlocks using incorrect locking orders, or problems with wait and notify, where a thread calling these methods holds too many locks. Another example contains a subtle race condition due to incomplete locking, as shown in Derek Bruening's Splitsync [ 131.
The remaining examples comprise eight complex locking schemes. Four examples are variations of shared buffer implementations, with producer and consumer tasks. Two of these implementations are correct. In addition to that, three solutions to the Dining Philosophers problem [26] , one of which is faulty, were checked. The ESC/Java tree example [12] can also be counted towards this category, where a complex nesting of locks is given by a recursive data structure, and therefore cannot be fully evaluated at compiletime.
In four of these 15 cases, Jlintl, which only supported synchronized methods, successfully detected the deadlock in the program and did not issue a warning when the program was correct (see Table 2 ). Jlintl failed to detect the race condition in the Splitsync program. The analysis of the ESC/Java tree example seemed successful, but only because Jlintl ignored the critical part of the program. The output about the seven complex examples was inconclusive, and clearly showed that locking schemes operating on complex compound data structures cannot be analyzed by any of the static checkers mentioned in Section 2 yet, Jlintl gave a correct output in four cases; in remaining four cases, it issued a spurious warning or failed to detect a fault in the program. 
Sun's JDK packages
Jlint2 as such is capable of analyzing large packages, such as Sun's JDK packages. However, the number of potential deadlock warnings was very high (several thousand). By filtering most warnings, the number could be reduced to a few hundred, which is manageable. Because the Java Foundation Classes are quite mature in version 1.3, and we wanted to focus our efforts elsewhere, Jlint2's output for these classes was not reviewed.
Doug Lea's concurrency package
Doug Lea's concurrency package implements various more advanced Java concurrency mechanisms, such as shared-read locking [3] . The number of spurious warnings produced for this package was very high. Most of these warnings were caused by Jlint's lack of a complete control flow analysis, and could be dismissed quickly after a manual review. Another large part of very similar, redundant warnings were caused by a fault in Jlint2, which could not be reproduced when running it on fewer or simpler modules. After subtracting those, 29 warnings remained; 26 were potential deadlock warnings. Because they referred to interactions between methods and synchronized blocks, they are difficult to analyze for someone not familiar with the package. It is likely that the concurrency package is correct, and these warnings show cases where static analysis is very difficult. If a call graph browsing tool had been available, reviewing the warnings would have been lot easier.
Jlint2 successfully found three potential race conditions. In one case, a node was inserted into a list of locks. This is a difficult situation for static analysis, because a program checker has to understand how the nodes in a list are connected. In two other cases, the correct operation depends on other methods or on the values of certain counters. To our knowledge, no currently available tool is capable of analyzing such properties automatically.
ETH data warehouse tool
Jlint2 was very successful in analyzing the data warehousing tool from ETH, which serves to analyze astronomical observations [5] . Among other problems, Jlint2 found two interesting race conditions. In a class implementing a resource pool, each access to a single element was guarded by synchronization. However, an operation re-allocating the entire pool, to change its size, was lacking such an access protection. 
Trilogy's middleware
The analyzed packages of Trilogy's software are all server-side engines, running as middleware between other tiers. They are part of Trilogy's MCC e-commerce suite, and similarly to most server-side Java software, heavily multi-threaded. This made them a perfect target for our static checker. Moreover, these packages are rather large, ranging from 25,000 to over 100,000 lines of code.
The overall distribution of synchronization statements was very similar to the total in Section 5. The core engine utilized most synchronization statements, while other engines, embodying business logics, used fewer. The more often synchronizations were needed in a certain package, the more likely was the occurrence of complex cases. For instance, inter-object interactions are difficult to analyze. In one of Trilogy's packages, Jlint2 discovered a race condition. In most packages, the race condition warnings were too numerous to be analyzed, because Jlint does not understand the concept of shared-read access. If the only write access is inside the constructor, then suppressing race condition warnings is simple. Other cases will need a more detailed lock set analysis (see Section 1.1, [15] ), in order to ensure that no race condition occurs. Table 3 summarizes the kinds of faults detected by Jlint2. The numbers in the middle column already exclude multiples of warnings referring to the same issue at different lines in the source code, but include spurious warnings. The second column states the confirmed warnings, i.e., actual faults. Other than the race condition mentioned above, none of the multi-threading wamings could be confirmed as a fault.
Apart from race conditions, Jlint also found many nul 1 pointer problems and one int overflow, where the value was left shifted by 32 before it was converted to a long, and a few super. finalize calls that were not included. In total, ten confirmed faults were found from these warnings.
The tested packages were fairly mature and had been in use for quite some time; therefore it is possible that they will not have any deadlocks anymore. It is also likely that in more mature code, the remaining faults reside in the communication and control flow between modules; Jlint's analysis cannot cover this.
Usefulness of Jlint
Besides the impressive number of confirmed faults found, the effort required to find them, using a static checker, is of course very important in judging Jlint2's value as a utility. The time needed to install and muster a tool influences how readily developers will accept it. Jlint2 is easy to install, and most of the warnings are self-explanatory. It does not require any annotations, so it can directly be used on production code. As a consequence of this, we have chosen Jlint2 at Trilogy, where the developers do not have time to learn a complex tool or add annotations to the source code.
The pe$orrnance of a tool is also important. The review of the warnings is an important step as well, because most warnings do not correspond to a fault. Moreover, it is usually left to the developer to think of a fix for the detected faults. This is sometimes very easy: warnings about local properties, such as results of local nul 1 pointer analyses, are usually reviewed within seconds, and fixed quickly. Race conditions also tend to be easy to review. However, for the analysis of possible deadlocks, the developer has to understand synchronization dependencies between objects. Because Jlint cannot print the part of the call graph that would illustrate the conflict, and does not show the lock set of each thread when there could be a deadlock, reviewing deadlock warnings manually is quite &-cult. For someone who is working on the code, it is usually still possible to examine the warnings in a rather short time. Someone who is not directly involved with the code cannot do this, though. An inspection tool, such as a call graph browser, would remedy this situation.
Conclusions
This paper showed how we successfully used Jlint2, a static Java program checker, to analyze large-scale, industrial software. Static analysis is a promising way of tackling multi-threading problems.
We showed how synchronized blocks in Java can be modeled as special methods. This allowed us to include synchronized blocks in the method call graph and treat method calls and synchronizations uniformly. As our statistical analyses showed, even an incomplete alias analysis is sufficient to cover 85 % of all cases.
We had extended the original Jlintl and created our extended version, Jlint2. JlintTs finer grained deadlock checks found only minor faults -possibly because the software checked was already fairly mature. Nevertheless, the 15 test examples showed that Jlint2 is now capable of finding a much wider range of faults than before. This is a first, important step towards covering the full semantics of multithreading. It remains to be seen whether the hardest 15 % of all cases are the most error prone.
In order to cover the remaining, hard, cases, a more complete alias analysis, and a more flexible framework, will be needed. Including more context in the analysis will eliminate certain spurious warnings. However, even the current Jlint2 is a valuable tool for finding faults early, or for preparing a code review.
